Computer-aided detection versus independent double reading of masses on mammograms.
To evaluate the use of a computer-aided detection (CAD) system (designed for mammographic mass detection) to help improve mass interpretation and to compare CAD results with independent double-reading results. Screening mammograms from 500 cases were collected; 125 of these cases were screening-detected cancers, and 125 were interval cancers. Previously obtained screening mammograms (ie, prior mammograms) were available in all cases. All mammograms were analyzed by a CAD system, which detected mass regions and assigned a level of (cancer) suspicion to each mass. Ten experienced screening radiologists read the prior mammograms. For independent interpretation with CAD, the suspicion rating assigned to each finding by the radiologist was weighted with the CAD output at the area of the finding. CAD markers on areas that were not reported by the radiologist were not used. Independent double reading was implemented by using a rule to combine the levels of suspicion assigned to findings by two radiologists. Results were evaluated by using localized-response receiver operating characteristic analysis. In a total of 141 cases, there was a visible abnormality at the location of the cancer on the prior mammogram, and 115 of these were classified as mass cases. For prior mammograms that depicted masses, the mean sensitivity of the radiologists, as averaged among the false-positive rates lower than 10%, was 39.4%; this increased by 7.0% with CAD and by 10.5% with double reading. Differences among single, double, and CAD readings were statistically significant (P <.001). Although independent double reading yields the best detection performance, the presence and probability of CAD mass markers can improve mammogram interpretation.